Repstor
Mobile:
intuitive,
accurate filing
on the go

With improved mobile connectivity, and more
convenient sized mobile devices, today’s
information workers are doing a lot more with
their business email on the go. But unless
team members correctly file messages and
attachments at the time, they are creating more
work for themselves. When they get back to the
office, they will need to remember to go back
and find the content again so they can file it to
the right repository.

Most mobile email applications are not
integrated with content repositories, which
means there is no way for workers to file the
latest email threads or attachments when out
of the office. Their best bet for sharing content
with co-workers has been to forward messages,
adding to email volumes and version complexity
until now.

Repstor Mobile enables intuitive, accurate email and attachment
filing from a mobile device – to SharePoint, M-Files, Box and other
repositories of choice.
Repstor Mobile eliminates the need for filing when employees return to
their desks. It means everyone working on a project or case can be sure
they are looking at the latest, correct information, wherever they are.

Stand out benefits
Makes filing emails & attachments from any mobile device easy,
intuitive and compliant
Multi-mobile platform, multi-repository support (iOS , Android etc)
Easy configuration options – for different project/case/legal 		
matter types, user profiles, etc
Boosts ECM payback, as users default to storing and accessing
all content there

What our
customers are
saying:

Available stand alone or as a companion for Repstor affinity™
The quick-filing aid works directly in the Outlook app
Behind a very clean and quick user experience is a powerful and
very flexible capture engine, to support the filing of emails at scale
(Behind the scenes, the modern Microsoft Azure architecture fo
email capture and filing is very, very fast. This avoids the common
scenario with mobile email workarounds, which use folder 		
mapping and create a big queue of emails to file)
To find out more about Repstor Mobile, or the results 		
we’ve delivered for our clients visit www.repstor.com

“Everyone is very happy.
Collaboration is very
good, there’s improved
visibility of where
things are and what is
happening, and people
are working well and
retrieving case related
content easily.”
Mo Ajaz – Head of Legal
Operational Excellence,
National Grid.

About Repstor
Repstor, headquartered in Belfast and ranked in the Top 10 Deloitte Fast 50 companies, provides affordable, easy-to-deploy
solutions that transform how information workers access, store and manage content wherever they are. By making this very
intuitive, and harnessing tools that people use every day, we increase organizations’ return on existing investments in file share and
content management repositories.
Our world-class suite of products breathe new life into platforms including SharePoint, M-Files, Microfocus Content Manager,
Opentext eDocs, Dropbox, Box, iManage Work®, Meridio, HiqhQ, and Dynamics CRM - making them the default repositories for
project/case management and legal matter management, all managed from teams’ familiar Office 365/Outlook environment.
Our products underpin the success of organizations ranging from Eversheds Sutherland, gunnercooke, ForFarmers, Pentland
Brands, Value Retail , Boels Zanders Advocaten and Brose Group.

For more information, visit www.repstor.com or follow us on Twitter at @Repstor1.

